Wearable temperature sensor based on graphene nanowalls†
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We demonstrate an ultrasensitive wearable temperature sensor prepared using an emerging material, graphene nanowalls (GNWs), and its ease of combination with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Fabrication of the sensor allows for a polymer-assisted transfer method making it considerably facile, biocompatible and cost effective. The resultant device exhibits a positive temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR) as high as 0.214 °C⁻¹, which is three fold higher than that of conventional counterparts. We attribute this to the excellent stretchability and thermal sensitivity of GNWs together with the large expansion coefficient of PDMS. Moreover, the sensor is capable of monitoring body temperature in real time, and it presents a quite fast response/recovery speed as well as long term stability. Such wearable temperature sensors could constitute a significant step towards integration with the next frontier in personalized healthcare and human–machine interface systems.

Introduction

Temperature is one of the most concerned parameters owing to its importance and close relationship to the physical, chemical, biological, environmental and electronic systems. Monitoring the temperature of these systems is required to be real-time, easy-to-operate and highly precise, which draws a critical challenge. Wearable temperature sensors, a feasible and practical solution, are collecting tremendous interest towards various applications, such as electronic skins, robot sensors, food safety, human–machine interface, and environmental temperature measurement.1–4 To meet the requirements of these applications, the temperature sensors are required to be flexible, biocompatible, highly sensitive and lightweight.5–9 Over the past decades, several types of flexible temperature sensors have been reported, including thermocouple sensors,10,11 thermoresistance temperature sensors12,13 and thermal-responsive field-effect transistor.14,24 Rogers et al. developed a flexible temperature sensor based on the serpentine gold and PIN diode using Si nanoribbons on elastomers.2 In addition, Bao et al. introduced a flexible Ni-polymer composite-based wireless temperature sensor, but it only exhibited a small dynamic range (25 to 40 °C).15 Park et al. realized simultaneous sensing of pressure and temperature via flexible bimodal sensor array.6 These temperature sensors can monitor the precise and continuous thermal characterization of human skin. However, these sensors typically generate a very low thermal response; hence, a complex electronic circuit is required to achieve accurate detection, making it difficult for integration and wearable applications.15 In addition, such sensors fail to have good biocompatibility due to the usage of metal and silicon materials.

In recent years, graphene has received a significant attention due to its extraordinary physical and chemical properties.16,17 Specifically, its high mobility, outstanding thermal conductivity, transparency, flexibility and biocompatibility render it a promising candidate as a stimuli responsive material for sensing applications.18–20 Recently, several graphene temperature sensors have been reported and have attracted wide attention. Monolayer or bi-layer graphene has been employed as a thermal sensitive element using conventional micro-nanofabrication techniques on silicon substrate, but it lacked flexibility.21–23 Flexible graphene temperature sensors, capable of detecting a small temperature change, were proposed by Dr Trung et al. via reduced graphene oxide thermal-responsive field effect transistor on polymer substrate.24,25 However, the temperature sensitivity of the sensor was still relatively low, partially because the stretchability of graphene was limited. Lately, graphene nanowalls (GNWs), consisting of graphene nanosheets vertically standing on a substrate, has emerged as a new platform for gas sensors and biosensors owing to its unique
morphology and large surface area.26–28 Compared to graphene, another unique property of GNWs is that it can be easily stretched to a considerably larger extent because the vertically aligned graphene nanowalls are interlaced.29–31 Therefore, it would be of interest to investigate whether this unique property of GNWs could enable it as a highly sensitive, stable and flexible temperature responsive material.

Herein, we developed a simple GNWs/PDMS based wearable temperature sensor by employing plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) technique and polymer-assisted transfer method, which exhibit extremely high thermal response that exceeds conventional temperature sensors. Using optical microscopy and atomic force microscopy to observe the morphological evolution of the GNWs/PDMS in situ, it was determined that the high response of the sensor originates from the excellent stretchability of GNWs and large expansion coefficient of PDMS. In addition, the fabrication technology is relatively simple and low-cost, and has potential for a fast detection of temperature on wearable devices. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the sensor can be used to monitor human body temperature and shows fast response and recovery speed and excellent long term stability.

Experimental

Synthesis of GNWs

The GNWs film was synthesized on copper foils (25 μm thick, Alfa Aesar) using the low pressure RF PECVD technique reported in our previous work.22 In brief, PECVD synthesis was performed using H2 and CH4 source gases in a vacuum chamber at a temperature of 750 °C and total working pressure of 50 Pa. The gas-flow rate of CH4 : H2 during the GNWs growth was maintained at 3 : 2 (8.4 sccm : 5.6 sccm), the RF power was 200 W and the growth time was 1 h. The Cu foils were annealed at 680 °C in H2 for 60 min prior to the GNWs growth to clean and smooth the Cu foils surface, which was an important procedure for improving the quality of the GNWs film.31 Thus, the initial GNWs film, with special interlaced 3D conductive network, was grown on copper foils (Fig. 1a).

Fabrication of GNWs/PDMS temperature sensors

Compared with the conventional transfer sensors, a PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate)-free transfer method was adopted to retain the vertical morphology of GNWs, which is important for high sensitivity temperature detection (Fig. 1b). After the complete dissolution of the underlying copper foils in 0.2 M aqueous Fe(NO3)3 solution overnight, the floating GNWs film was washed several times in deionized (DI) water to remove the remaining etchants (Fig. 1c), and then carefully transferred to the target substrate of a prepared PDMS film (500 μm thick). Afterwards, the GNWs/PDMS sample was dried in air or nitrogen gas and heated at 100 °C for 15 min to form a stable GNWs/PDMS temperature sensor (Fig. 1d). Finally, a simple two-terminal thermal resistor was achieved by brushing Ag paste on both sides of the GNW film to form the wearable temperature sensors (Fig. 1e). In this work, the distance between two silver electrodes was 20 mm and the width of GNWs film was 10 mm for every sample. The thickness of Ag electrodes should be large enough to guarantee good electrical contact.

Characterization

Surface morphology of GNWs was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (JEOL JSM-7800F), operating at 10 kV. Micro/ nanostructure characterization is performed by HRTEM (FEI Tecnai G2 F20) operating at 200 kV. The carbon derivatives were verified by Raman spectroscopy measurements performed via confocal Raman microspectroscopy (Renishaw inVia Reflex) with a laser excitation wavelength of 532 nm. The response of GNWs/PDMS film to temperature was investigated by electrochemical workstation (CHI 760E, with a measurement accuracy ±20 pA) over a temperature range from 25 °C to 120 °C. In order to explore the essence of the thermal response, an atomic force microscopy (AFM) with a Thermal Applications Controller (Bruker, Dimension Edge AFM heater/cooler, with a high accuracy of 0.1 °C from −35 °C to 250 °C) was used to characterize the GNWs/PDMS film.
applied to observe the morphological change of GNWs films at different temperatures. A Nikon optical microscopy with video camera was adopted to investigate the in situ morphology evolution of the GNWs/PDMS film under different temperatures. In order to obtain a stable and reliable experimental data, we conducted our electrical characterization under a constant temperature and humidity environment (25 ± 1 °C, 50% ± 5%RH).

Results and discussion

Fig. 2a shows the typical top-view SEM image of GNWs, which reveals that the entire surface is fully covered by continuous free-standing graphene nanosheets with typical size of 0.2–2 μm. The corresponding cross-sectional SEM image of GNWs is presented in Fig. 2b. It is clear that these graphene nanosheets are almost vertical on the substrate, forming a wall-like structure with a high aspect ratio. The height of GNWs evaluated from the cross-sectional SEM image was approximately 500 nm. Compared with the as-grown GNWs film on copper foil, this polymer-assisted transfer method retained the interlaced morphology of GNWs on PDMS film (Fig. S1†). The composition of a single nanosheet was further characterized by high-resolution TEM. From Fig. 2c, we can see that a nanosheet is composed of several graphene layers with spacing of about 0.35 nm. In addition, two low magnification TEM images show further evidence of an interlaced GNWs network (Fig. S2†).

Raman spectroscopy was also employed to identify the quality of graphene nanosheets and the result is depicted in Fig. 2d, which shows a strong D band peak at 1348 cm⁻¹ and a D’ band peak at 1615 cm⁻¹, indicating that vast edges and defects exist in the graphene nanosheets. These graphene nanosheets

Fig. 3 Thermal response of GNWs/PDMS sensor. (a) Schematic of flexible GNWs/PDMS temperature sensor with a simple structure. The inset shows the optical image of our fabricated flexible temperature sensor prototype. (b) Current and resistance versus temperature curves that range from room temperature (25 °C) to 120 °C by applying a constant voltage of 5 V at the two terminals of the sensor.

Fig. 4 Surface morphological change of GNWs film under different temperatures from 25 to 120 °C. (a) The optical microscopy image of GNWs film on PDMS (600 × 600 μm). (b) The AFM image of cracks evolution on GNWs film (50 × 50 μm). (c) The AFM cross-section of the crack region (3 μm). (d) Schematic of thermal response/recovery of GNWs/PDMS film.
edges are connected with each other forming a myriad of conductive channels, and hence provide a reliable and recoverable conductive network to adapt thermal expansion.\textsuperscript{26,27}

We transferred the as-grown GNWs film from copper foils to PDMS substrate, and fabricated a two terminal resistive temperature sensor (RTS), as schematically shown in Fig. 3a. It is worth noting that PDMS was chosen as a substrate because it is a flexible material with very high thermal coefficient of expansion (TCE), and therefore allow us to completely explore the stretchability of GNWs. The inset in Fig. 3a shows the flexibility of our prototype sensor. We investigated the response of the temperature sensor by measuring its resistance variation over a broad temperature range from room temperature (25 °C) to 120 °C. For each measurement, the temperature was first increased to the desired value, and then maintained as a constant for 10 minutes to assure a thermal equilibrium between the testing sample and the hotplate. A typical response curve is plotted on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 3b. In addition, the typical I–V characteristics were conducted and are shown in Fig. S3,\textsuperscript{†} which shows an excellent ohmic contact between the GNWs film and the Ag electrodes. As can be seen from Fig. 3b, the resistance dramatically increases form 706.2 Ω at 25 °C to 98.04 kΩ at 120 °C, representing 138 fold variation. It is believed that such a high thermal response of the detector results from the excellent stretchability of GNWs and the large TCE of the PDMS substrate (the TCE of PDMS is 3.0 × 10^{-4} °C^{-1} from -55 to 150 °C (ref. 34 and 35)).

To verify this idea, we employed optical microscopy to observe the morphology evolution of the GNWs film in situ as the temperature is varied by a thermal controller with a high accuracy of 0.1 °C. In Fig. 4a, the optical microscopy results are presented. As we increase the temperature from 25 °C to 120 °C, small cracks on the GNWs film are observed and the cracks become wider and denser at higher temperatures. Obviously, this phenomenon is caused by the expansion of the PDMS substrate. Interestingly, when we decrease the temperature, the cracks get smaller and eventually disappear and return to the original state, indicating that the morphology evolution process is reversible in our tested temperature range. More details are illustrated in the ESI Movie.\textsuperscript{†} We then used AFM with the Thermal Applications Controller to monitor this process, cracks were observed at high temperatures, but then vanish at room temperature and return to the initial state (Fig. 4b). From the cross-section of the crack region (Fig. S4†), the above-mentioned changes are clear. The cracks become wider and deeper with increase in the temperature, for example, 0.8 μm width and 150 nm depth at 60 °C but 2.5 μm width and 300 nm depth at 120 °C. To view this process in more detail, a small area of 3 × 3 μm is scanned by AFM and the results are illustrated in Fig. 4c. It can be seen that the volume of an individual nanoflake gets larger and the density of the nanoflakes is smaller at higher temperature, signifying that the nanoflakes are also expanding and the distance between neighboring nanoflakes becomes larger (more details are show in Fig. S5†). Similarly, the opposite phenomenon appeared in the cooling process and the GNWs film would return to the initial interlaced network as observed by AFM. In addition, the cracks were becoming more obvious in terms of quantity and physical dimension from 90 °C, which is in accordance with the drastic change of curvature in Fig. 3b.

Based on these observations, it becomes clear why our temperature sensor has such a high thermal response. During the temperature increase process, the interlaced GNWs network was stretched into a loosened conductive network by the radial expansion of the PDMS substrate, and cracks appeared due to the large TCE of PDMS. As a consequence, the compact graphene nano-sheets formed considerably longer conductive channels between the two electrodes, as shown in Fig. 4d, resulting in a significant increase in the resistance and extremely high thermal responsiveness. On the other hand, the conductive channels return to their original state after cooling. The high-density, mutual-crisscross graphene nano-flakes form a completely recoverable conductive channel during the process of thermal expansion and contraction of basal polymer (PDMS), resulting in excellent stability.

We measured the thermal response of our wearable temperature sensor in the range from 35 to 45 °C to investigate its ability to monitor human temperature with high accuracy. In Fig. 5a, the typical I–V characteristics are plotted, which shows that the current increases linearly with voltage, indicating that
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the conductive behaviour of the GNWs is ohmic contact. The obtained resistance from these I–V curves are shown in the inset, it is evident that the resistance has a nearly linear dependence on temperature. The slope of the curve is related to the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) $\alpha$, which is a key characteristic parameter of a temperature sensor and is defined as follows:

$$\alpha = \frac{1}{R(T_0)} \frac{R(T) - R(T_0)}{T - T_0} \quad (1)$$

where $R(T)$ is the resistance at temperature $T$, $R(T_0)$ is the resistance at temperature $T_0$. From eqn (1), the TCR of our temperature sensor is estimated to be 0.214 °C$^{-1}$, which is 3 orders larger than that of the reported carbon nanotube ($-7 \times 10^{-4}$ °C$^{-1}$)$^{16}$ and 2 orders larger than that of standard commercial platinum temperature sensors ($39.2 \times 10^{-4}$ °C$^{-1}$).$^{15}$ Additionally, the TCR of the GNWs/PDMS sensors is reproducible with repeated temperature cycles. To be specific, even over 10 heating–cooling cycles, the resistance of the GNWs/PDMS films did not show any distinct variation, as shown in Fig. S6.$^\dagger$

To further demonstrate the capability of our prototype temperature sensor as a wearable device, we utilized it to measure the temperature of the human body. At first, the resistance over a temperature range of 35 to 36 °C with intervals of 0.1 °C (close to the normal body temperature) was measured to calibrate the sensor with a constant voltage of 5 V at the two terminals. The results are represented by blue squares in Fig. 5b. Then, as shown in the inset, the measured data was fitted by a linear curve with a slope of 108.6 °C$^{-1}$, $R(T) = -5090.7 + 108.6T$. Finally, we attached the sensor to the back of a hand (inset of Fig. 5b), and measured the resistance of the sensor. From the measured resistance of 1345.8 Ω, the body temperature was estimated to be 35.6 °C according to the fitted linear function indicating that the sensor is sensitive enough to monitor human body temperature.

In addition to the temperature coefficient of resistance, the response and recovery time are also important parameters for a temperature sensor. We measured these parameters through the current variation of the sensor induced by its periodic contact and isolation with the hot plate when applied at a constant voltage of 5 V. The hot-zone of the hot plate was in full physical contact with the back side of the PDMS substrate to ensure fast thermal equilibrium between the sample and the hot-zone. In Fig. 6a, the graphs of current against time at temperatures of 60 °C, 90 °C and 120 °C are shown. Once the device touched the hot-zone from room temperature, the current dropped abruptly and saturated almost within one or two seconds. When the sensor was rapidly withdrawn from the hot-zone, the current increased exponentially back to the level at room temperature. Fig. 6c clearly shows that the response time is considerably shorter than the recovery time, and they can be calculated by fitting the curves using the following equation:

$$R(t) = I_0 + A \exp(-t - B)/\tau \quad (2)$$

where $I_0$ is the current at initial temperature, $A$ is the amplitude, $B$ is a constant and $\tau$ is the recovery/response time. In this article, the response time is defined as the time from the initial state ($A$) to the value of $A/e$ (not to the stable value), as shown in Fig. S7,$^\dagger$ obtained using eqn (2). As an example, the
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**Fig. 6** Rapid response/recovery time of GNWs/PDMS temperature sensor. (a) High sensitivity measurement by rapid withdrawal from the hot-zone (60 °C, 90 °C, 120 °C) to room temperature. (b) Temperature sensing behavior under 60 °C for one period of time. The response/recovery time is calculated using eqn (1). (c) Response/recovery time curves under different temperatures. (d) The reliability of the GNWs/PDMS sensors over two months.
curve at 60 °C is fitted by eqn (2) and the results are illustrated in Fig. 6b. It is found that the measured curve can be well fitted through eqn (2) by setting the response time ($\tau_r$) and recovery time ($\tau_i$) as 1.6 s and 8.52 s, respectively, which is 5.4 and 1.8 times shorter than that of the standard platinum sensor (Pt 111).\(^7\) Moreover, the temperature dependence of the response and recovery time is shown in Fig. 6c, and all these results are better compared with the standard platinum sensor, signifying that the temperature sensors possess a high thermal response and recovery speed. Additionally, the response time decreases with the increase in temperature, as shown in Fig. 6c. In order to understand this phenomenon, we have analyzed the response process through amplification details, as shown in Fig. S8.\(^\dagger\) The curve at 120 °C possesses the largest slope, while the curve at 60 °C possesses the smallest slope, indicating a change in the speed of current response to the temperature increase as temperature rises.

In addition, we also evaluated the reliability of the temperature sensor. As shown in Fig. 6d, the current versus time curve is nearly unchanged after the sensor was exposed to ambient environment for 2 days, 2 weeks and 2 months, which suggests that the sensor, yet to be optimized, already shows excellent stability. The micro-nanoscale transformation of GNWs’ morphology was investigated via optical microscopy and SEM images after 10 heating–cooling cycles as shown in Fig. S9.\(^\dagger\) It was found that there was no obvious change for both microscale and nanoscale morphology, and the stability of GNWs/PDMS temperature sensors was further verified.

**Conclusion**

In summary, a simple-structural temperature sensor based on GNWs/PDMS was developed by the plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition technique and polymer-assisted transfer method. The TCR of the sensor reached 0.214 °C\(^{-1}\), which is three fold higher than that of conventional temperature sensors. Based on the optical and atomic force microscopy used to directly observe the morphology change of the GNWs/PDMS, it was demonstrated that such high response of the sensor stems from the excellent stretchability of GNWs and large expansion coefficient of PDMS. It was further shown that the sensor is sensitive enough to monitor the temperature of the human body, and can respond to temperature variation with relatively high speed. This type of temperature could find applications in the fields of flexible electronics, human health monitoring and human–machine interface.
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